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ABSTRACT 

Consumer Price Index (CPI) of a particular region is primarily calculated through aggregation of individual household observa-
tions. This aggregation is done following two schemes, plutocratic and democratic. While both of them are useful for certain pur-
poses, none of them actually give proper attention to poor households. In this study, we have shown that weighting scheme with 
certain mathematical characteristics can actually produce CPI, which can represent poor households better and thus can be more 
useful for development-oriented policymaking.  
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

HE consumer price index CPI  is a key decision making 

macroeconomic variable. CPI measurement leads to 

inflation calculation which is simultaneously used as a 

policy tool by monetary authorities and development econ-

omists as an indicator of the economic hardship that people 

in general feel. There are two other similar terms available in 

literature Cost Of Living Index1 (COLI) and Cost Of Goods 

Index2 (COGI). They more or less refer to the same concept 

with some sophistication in one form or other but those dif-

ferences are not important for this paper. Interested readers 

can see ILO (2004).  

CPIcalculation requires information about two components, 

consumption basket and price level. Consumption basket is 

normally inherited from some past study. The inherited bas-

ket is computed through a survey that tries to capture the 

expenditure pattern of a large number of representative 

households picked through proper sampling procedure. From 

expenditure pattern, a consumption basket is created which is 

considered as representative of household preference. This 

consumption basket is kept fixed for future reference. The 

other component, price level is computed through sample 

survey conducted at different geographic locations at a regu-

lar interval. Price of the fixed basket is then computed using 

price survey data. The price of the basket is then expressed as 

a percentage of the price of the basket at some base period. 

This quotient is then referred asCPI 3. This figure tells us how 

costly the basket has become compared to the base period.  

CPI is also calculated following another procedure where 

the above procedure is run for n nos of households of a 

random sample to get individual householdCPI. At this lev-

el no averaging is done. Therefore, we get n nos. of individ-

ual household CPI s. Then individual household CPI s are 

aggregated to produce national or regional CPI. This aggrega-

tion is normally done following two schemes, plutocratic and 
 

1
 Term proposed by A. Konus (1924) 

2
 Term proposed by Schultze et al. (2002). 

3
 Sometimes known as Laspeyres index CPI  

democratic4. Plutocratic scheme assigns weight in proportion 

to the household expenditure. The household that spends more 

gets more weight in overall indexing. Democratic scheme puts 

equal weight in every household. CPI following plutocratic 

scheme can be considered as realistic but it is biased towards 

wealthy households compared to the second one. 

Economic theory is not quite conclusive about the choice of 

weighting scheme. To put it another way a modeler can exer-

cise her judgment to pick the weighting scheme according to 

her requirement. That however can introduce biases towards 

different income group of the society. Since construction of 

CPI in this fashion is essentially a formation of a group index, 

it is very important to keep parity among different individu-

als representing the group5.  

Following this vein researchers have found that inflation 

calculated using plutocratic index is not representative of 

average consumer. Muellbauer (1976) using UK data found 

that an average consumer (correspond to the official CPI) is 

in the 71st percentile in the household expenditure distribu-

tion. Similar measure for Deaton (1998) lies at the 75th per-

centile of the expenditure distribution. A similar exercise 

done on Spain by Ruiz-Castillo et al. (2002) found the CPI 

represented consumer in the 61st percentile of the household 

expenditure distribution.  

Distributional aspects of these two weighting schemes are 

well known and are mentioned in many studies. Fry and 

Pashardes (1986) concluded in their study that the plutocrat-

ic gap (Difference between plutocratic measure of inflation 

and democratic measure of inflation ) would be positive or 

negative according to whether prices have behaved respec-

tively in an anti-rich or an anti-poor manner. Using data of 

Spain Ruiz-Castillo et all (2003) found that the gap is signifi-

cant and decreases as inflation increases. However Kokoski 
 

4
 Following Prais (1958) 

5
 For group index literature see Pollak (1980, 1981), Jorgenson 

and Slesnick (1983), and Diewert (1983). 
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(2000) using USA data could not find appreciable differences 

between these two measures of inflation.  Studies like these 

clearly show that there is a scope for further improvement of 

these measures. Specially none of the measures is biased to-

wards poor. A welfare-oriented modeler would like to have a 

measure that would response strongly if there is any change 

in price pattern that affects the poor more than the rich. To the 

best of our knowledge such measure is absent in literature. In 

this paper, we are proposing a new weighting scheme that 

will be pro poor in the sense that it gives more weight to poor 

households compared to well off households. The remaining 

paper is organized as follows. The next section has a theoreti-

cal construction of the index and the subsequent section tests 

the sensitivity of the new index. The section after that has a 

description of a possible weighting scheme. Then conclusive 

remarks close the discussion.  

2 THE INDEX 

Let’s consider an economy consists of a continuum of 

households each with positive income in[01]scale. This can 

be done without loss of generality. They spend their income 

on different goods and services. Based on their expenditure 

pattern each household will have unique CPI6. ThisCPI is 

expected to be dependent on household’s income only 

through expenditure pattern. We are aware of the fact that 

expenditure pattern can be influenced by other economic 

and social factors but for the time being we are ignoring 

those factors and expressing household CPI as a function of 

household incomeCPI I. With income (I) in x axis and per-

centage households having a certain income in y axis we can 

get a graph that can be called as Income Distribution Func-

tion IDF compared to probability distribution function PDF 

in measure theory. It is not hard to comprehend that this 

will be a downward sloping continuous curve (continuity 

comes from assumption) with its integral value with respect 

to I equal to1.0. Its integral over income will produce Cumu-

lative Income Density Function CIDF something comparable 

to CDF of measure theory.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
As mentioned earlier, the existing two aggregation schemes 
are not pro poor. One of them (plutocratic) puts higher 
weights for rich households and the other one (democratic) 
puts equal weights on rich and poor households.  

In this setup aggregated (democratic) ACPI follows the 

formula  
1

0

dIICPIACPIDem . And the aggregated 

(plutocratic) CPI index will be

 

6
 We can calculate that following Laspeyres argument 

   
1

0

* dIICPIIfACPIPlu . Here  If is an in-

creasing function of income. In this study we want to replace

 If with a new weight scheme  IG . Proposed weight 

scheme  IG has two requirements,   0.1IG and 

  0 IG . We can show that if  IG  satisfies these two 

criteria then we get the expected welfare accommodating

CPI . Proposed aggregated consumer price index

 NewACPI will take a form like

   
1

0

* dIICPIIGACPINew

 

3 SENSEVITY OF THE INDEX 

Following usual logic of economics, we can assume that 
 IIDF is a strictly convex function with first derivative 

negative. It will be difficult to generalize any pattern for  
 ICPI as it can be negative or positive sloped depend-

ing upon the microstructure of inflation. For the time  
being we will assume that  ICPI is flat, that is inflation 
is same irrespective of household income. Later we will 
evaluate increasing and decreasing schemes.First let’s see 
the effect of change in Income distribution Function
 IDF Consider two income distributions 1IDF  and 

2IDF  Graphically, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1IDF  represents less skewed income distribution than 

2IDF  During this change, the area under IDF  curve 
lost area 2A  and gained area 1A . Let’s assume that 
two curves crosses at 1I  But since the area under the 
curve is always 0.1  so this gain and loss will be equal.  
Now we investigate effect of a change in  ICPI keep-
ing everything else unchanged. Lets assume that the dis-
tribution of  ICPI1  is initially flat. Then  ICPI  in-
creases to  ICPI 2 To keep things simple we will as-
sume that  ICPI 2  is also flat. This change in distribu-
tion will make corresponding change in ACPI ACPI
measured following democratic weight scheme, let’s  
call that change as demACPI
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DemACPI can be expressed as

     

1

0

12 dIICPIICPIACPIDem  

    

1

0

12 dIICPIICPIACPIDem  

    ICPIICPIACPI Dem 12   

For new weight scheme NewACPI will be  

       

1

0

12* dIICPIICPIIGCPINew

      

1

0

12 dIIGICPIICPICPINew  

Now since   1IG  so is  
1

0

dIIG . Which means that

NewACPI will show a larger impact of change in 

 ICPI  than DemACPI  even when the change in 

 ICPI  is uniform. Now we will evaluate the case where 

 ICPI takes a non-zero slope from an initial zero sloped 

shape. To make things simple we will assume that  ICPI

conserves its linearity after the change. However, the change 

will be such that the mean  ICPI across income will be 

same so assuming     IICPI 2 we have 

    


   2

1

0

1 dIIICPI . Which means

      









1

0

1

0

12
2

dIIdIICPIICPI


  

Depending upon the value of the  ICPI will have either 

increasing or decreasing trend. If  ICPI has a decreasing 

trend, then higher income household will face higher

 ICPI than lower income household. The opposite will be 

true if the trend is positive.  

 

DemACPI can be expressed as

     

1

0

12 dIICPIICPIACPIDem  

 









1

0
2

dIIACPIDem


  

 
1

0

2

2
IIACPIDem 


 

0 DemACPI  

For new weight scheme NewACPI will be  

       

1

0

12* dIICPIICPIIGACPINew  

 


















1

0
2

* dIIIGACPINew


  

       
1

0

22*
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IIIGACPI New



 

   
1

0

2
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  dIIIIG

I
ACPI New


 

Now assuming   0 IG and   02  II for the 

range of I in consideration, we can have following con-

clusions:  

Cases Physical interpretation  

0  Higher income group 
faces higher CPI 
Lower income group 
faces lower CPI  

0 NewACPI  
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0  Higher income group 
faces lower CPI 
Lower income group 
faces higher CPI 

0 NewACPI  

This means that the new aggregation scheme better reflects 
the condition of low income group compared to high in-
come group as expected.  

4 THE WEIGHT SCHEME  IG  

Weight scheme  IG is important for our purpose. We have 

mentioned two properties of it,   0.1IG and 

  0 IG . A function with such properties is not difficult 

to find. On esuch example could be  
 aI

IG



1

, 

where a is a positive real number. However, what is diffi-

cult is to put proper explanation for picking a particular 

function for this purpose. One candidate of  IG  can be 

marginal utility function. This has a nice intuitive explana-

tion as well. If we use marginal utility function as  IG

then what we basically do is to weight CPI of each income 

group by how much they value their marginal income. If we 

use this as weight scheme then we implicitly argue that we are 

evaluating households according to the worthiness of their in-

come. This will also satisfy the technical requirement as mar-

ginal utility is expected to be positive.  

5 CONCLUSION 

For understandable reason, we have not compared Plutocratic 
aggregation scheme with our new scheme. Comparing with 
democratic scheme, we have found that the new scheme is bet-
ter in the sense that it reflects the condition of poor household 
more in case of increasing inflation. This scheme may not be 
realistic in the sense that it gives low weight to the households 
that spend more and thus become the dominant portion of the 
expenditure figure but it is “realistic” in the sense that it is giv-
ing more importance to the poor households which are affected 
more in case of an increase in inflation. It reflects the increase in 
hardship better than other available aggregation methods.  
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